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The Evolution of Presidential Polling. By Robert M. Eisinger. New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2003. v, 218 pp.

In this excellent new book, Robert Eisinger insightfully examines the development
of private public opinion polling by presidents (polls conducted specifically for the pres-
ident) from the Hoover through the Clinton administrations. Noting that presidential
interest in polls that began with Roosevelt grew in fits and starts to become an embed-
ded part of the presidency, the book examines their uneven emergence as tools and the
presidential motivation to employ them.

Eisinger’s argument, which is well supported by archival and interview evidence,
is that the rise of private presidential polls emerged from the complex interaction among
a common motivation shared by each president (autonomy), the technology of polling
itself, and the idiosyncrasies of the individual presidents and their pollsters (pp. 189-90).
The Evolution of Presidential Polling contends that the political environment and techno-
logical advancements provided the context for the rise of presidential polling, while the
motivation for their adoption came from presidents and their advisers. Motivationally,
presidents want to know what the public thinks because it affects their power and auton-
omy within the political system. Before the advent of polling, presidents were forced to
rely on other potentially biased political institutions (Congress, political parties, and the
media) as gauges of public sentiment. At the same time that the technology of polling
was becoming more sophisticated and a potentially valuable resource for presidents, ten-
sions between the president and the traditional actors used to tap public opinion increased
the incentives for presidents to turn to another source. Polling promised to provide pres-
idents an unbiased and independent measure of public sentiment (p. 25).

In short, private polling promised presidential autonomy. Polling allowed presi-
dents to develop a direct understanding of public opinion in “advancing their respective
agendas” over those of a potentially contentious Congress (p. 28). Eisinger examines the
advent of interest in independently measuring public opinion apart from Congress with
Hoover and FDR, Truman’s rejection of polls, and the congressional reaction to the Eisen-
hower administration’s State Department polling operation. The Kennedy, Johnson, and
Nixon administrations sought to increase the use of private polls, and they relied on
individual pollsters as the tension between Congress and the presidency grew.

Over time, while political parties became the principal financer of presidential
polling, presidents did not necessarily find that their interests aligned with those of their
political parties and moved to develop independent sources of information about public
opinion. Finally, presidents saw the media in all of its forms to be at best a biased source
of public sentiment and at worst a potentially hostile one. Given these conditions,
Eisinger concludes that “with the advent of polls, presidents have found the political
instrument that provides them with autonomy, accuracy, and power” (p. 31). As with
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the Congress and political parties, increasingly adversarial relationships with the inves-
tigative press beginning with Hoover and culminating under Nixon gave rise to increas-
ing efforts to gain a measure of public opinion independent of the media.

Although the rise of polling corresponds to the growth in the technology of polling,
Eisinger rejects the argument that presidential polling emerged because of technologi-
cal advances and instead suggests politics provides the central explanation (p. 136) by
demonstrating how the trajectory of private polling use fails to directly track techno-
logical advances. Rather, politics and individual presidents provide a stronger explana-
tion of the uneven path of development from Hoover through Nixon. The Evolution of
Presidential Polling concludes with an analytical application to the Ford through Clinton
administrations and illustrates how presidential polling operations became routine and
were integrated into strategies of political communications.

In his conclusion, Eisinger suggests a mixed assessment of private polling. Even
though polls have had the value of providing “a reliable means to ascertain what con-
cerns the mass citizenry,” they have hindered democracy by undermining the “delibera-
tive nature of public opinion” (p. 185), especially because private presidential polling
has led to the “blurring of the lines between public opinion and public relations” (pp.
186-87). In all, Eisinger provides a fascinating, well-researched, and enlightening the-
oretical and historical examination of why presidents have increasingly turned to private
polls as tools to enhance their power in a competitive political system.

—Douglas C. Foyle
Wesleyan University

The Modern American Presidency. By Lewis L. Gould. Lawrence: University Press of
Kansas, 2003. xv, 301 pp.

When did the “modern presidency” begin? And of what does it consist? Lewis L.
Gould, professor emeritus of history at the University of Texas, begins by identifying its
principal components as “a significant increase in the size of the White House staff, a
chief of staff to manage the expanded personnel, bureaucratic procedures to handle the
interactions with the press, formalized relations with Congress through a White House
office, greater power for the president as commander in chief, expanded travel in and out
of the United States to build political support, increasing access to and dependence upon
both traditional and electronic media, and continuous campaigning to ensure reelection
and the success of the president’s party” (pp. xi-xii). Based on this definition, he locates
the origins of the modern presidency in the administrations of William McKinley and
Theodore Roosevelt, and devotes the remainder of his study to discussing its evolution
and growth over the subsequent century. The result is a highly readable narrative that
should appeal most directly to intelligent general readers looking for an informed
overview of presidential history.

However, experts on the presidency—especially political scientists—may find The
Modern American Presidency at once informative and frustrating. Gould is persuasive in
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identifying what might be called “precursors to modernity”: aides like McKinley’s (and
TR’s) George Cortelyou, the Keep Commission of 1905 (a predecessor to the better 
recognized Brownlow Committee), and Harding’s employment of speechwriter Judson
Welliver. But his characterization of “proto-modern” illustrations such as these as the
first stages in a century-long, uninterrupted modernization process is less than wholly
persuasive, particularly when even he designates the “Republican Ascendancy” of
Harding, Coolidge, and Hoover as a period when the “modern presidency recedes.”
Indeed, throughout the first 30 years the book covers, Gould is as likely to see incon-
sistency as he is steadiness in the growth of presidential activity and structures. This is
why his early examples might be described more appropriately as isolated precedents
that, in most cases, had only embryonic and tangential relationships to the kinds of per-
manent, persistent institutional and procedural changes that are identified with FDR.

Gould’s treatment of FDR and his immediate successors is well developed and per-
suasive. Although his recognition of the contributions of Eisenhower to the modern pres-
idency will come as no surprise to those familiar with the work of Fred Greenstein and
others, the author makes his case effectively. His balanced discussions of the adminis-
trations of Kennedy and Johnson are useful as well and, in chapter six he wisely points
to the roots of the “twilight of the presidency” and the “imperial presidency” in the early
rather than the late 1960s. Gould also offers an effective criticism of modernity, espe-
cially of the ever-growing pressures that world leadership, a 24-hour news cycle,
celebrity, and the “permanent campaign” (despite the two-term limit imposed by the
22nd Amendment) impose on the chief executive.

Missing, however, from the later chapters is explicit awareness that, in the period
following Watergate and Vietnam, or at least by the end of the Cold War, many schol-
ars started to refer to a postmodern presidency, rather than an ongoing “modern” one.
Beginning no later than the administration of the first President Bush, political scien-
tists in particular have begun to identify structural, behavioral, and contextual develop-
ments that appear to be having consequences as significant as those of 50 or 60 years
earlier. Gould does little with this apparent analytical shift, instead saying only that
“presidential scholarship always lags behind presidential actions” (p. 235). He does
suggest in the conclusion (p. 235) that September 11, 2001 may necessitate or result in
new understandings of presidential power and governance. But this seems both a tardy
and an insufficient acknowledgement of developments that have been evident to many
for a quarter century.

The Modern American Presidency centers on individuals and events rather than on
institutions and processes. As the author acknowledges at the outset, “the essence of
change in the preisdency did not reside in the bureaucratic accretion of assistants, offices,
and staff labels. What the presidents did in the twentieth century mattered most” (p. xii,
italics added). Thus, despite its title, Gould’s book is more about American presidents
than about the presidency. And that is, at once, the study’s greatest narrative strength
and perhaps its greatest analytical limitation.

—Margaret Susan Thompson
Syracuse University
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Ronald Reagan: The Power of Conviction and the Success of His Presidency. By Peter
J. Wallison. Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 2003. 282 pp.

Some presidents do not experience a revival of their reputations until long after
they have left office. For example, following the ignominious U.S. defeat in Vietnam,
Dwight D. Eisenhower’s prudence seemed prescient and his reputation soared. Political
scientist Fred Greenstein led the way with The Hidden Hand Presidency, which extolled
Eisenhower’s judgments and management style. That analysis was a far cry from the pre-
vailing view of a do-little president, whom voters replaced with John F. Kennedy who
promised a season of youth and vigor.

Not so with Ronald Reagan. His presidency was instantly celebrated by his fellow
conservatives who saw in him a man of principle. Eventually, the public also came to
admire Reagan, but for different reasons, namely his likeable persona and crucial role in
ending the Cold War. Certainly, Reagan’s presidency was a needed balm after a series of
failed administrations. John F. Kennedy’s tenure ended with his tragic assassination;
Lyndon B. Johnson was ousted after the Vietnam fiasco; Richard M. Nixon was humil-
iated by Watergate; Gerald R. Ford could not survive his pardon of Nixon; and Jimmy
Carter was humbled by the hostage-taking crisis in Iran and double-digit inflation.
Reagan’s two terms refuted the politics of disappointment that has shaped presidencies
both before and since. As Peter Wallison observes, Reagan left office with a 54 percent
job approval rating, and in 2000 the Gallup Organization found that the public ranked
Reagan as the fourth greatest president (p. 282).

Wallison has written an interesting and insightful book that swallows whole 
the arguments advanced by conservatives on Reagan’s behalf. As the subtitle of the 
book suggests, Reagan’s ideology provided him with the necessary convictions to 
withstand contemporary criticisms. In Wallison’s view, Reagan was not the typical 
politician seeking power. Indeed, unlike Eisenhower, he was a do-something president.
According to the author, doing something meant shrinking government at home 
while confronting the Soviet Union abroad. Victory in the long-fought Cold War was
attained just two years after Reagan left Washington, with the collapse of the evil empire.
As to the former objective, Reagan was able only to reduce the size of government
increases. Yet, here too, conservatives can lay claim to an important rhetorical success,
as Reagan recast the poetry and prose of domestic politics. Wallison admires Reagan’s
convictions, and the management style that followed from them—namely, the presi-
dent’s meticulous attention to giving well-formulated speeches outlining his values and
goals, while directing his underlings to follow the script in the day-to-day affairs of 
government.

Wallison knows of what he speaks. For nearly a year (1986-1987), he served as
Ronald Reagan’s chief White House counsel. And what a year it was! Having been
brought into the administration by his mentor, Donald T. Regan, Wallison cites several
examples of Reagan’s successes based upon his insider’s perspective. Yet the inadvertent
argument Wallison makes attests to Reagan’s two principal weaknesses: his lack of policy
innovation, and an unusual dependence on a talented White House staff. Many believe
that Reagan was well served by his first-term chief-of-staff, James Baker, and ill served
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by Donald T. Regan in the same post. Wallison notes that at the height of the Iran-
Contra affair, the Washington Post called Regan “the worst chief of staff ever” (p. 273).
Wallison disagrees, and he absolves Regan from any responsibility for Iran-Contra,
noting that he was uninformed about what the villains of the book—John Poindexter,
Robert McFarlane, and especially Oliver North—were up to. Wallison vigorously
defends Regan, and the reader is left with a sense of injustice at Regan’s ignominious
and hasty exit. Wallison himself makes virtually no mention of his own leave taking
once his mentor had departed the White House.

But the real villain in Wallison’s sordid tale of the Iran-Contra affair is Ronald
Reagan himself. Wallison quotes former secretary of state George Shultz saying of
Reagan: “He had a consistency about him, and he would stick with things. Sometimes
you’d wish that he wouldn’t” (p. 237). In Wallison’s view, Reagan’s inability to admit
that he had traded arms for hostages, and his stubborn refusal to concede “mistakes of
the heart” (p. 273) in winning the hostages’ freedom, prolonged the Iran-Contra affair
and took much of the momentum away from the second term. Thus, the real value of
Wallison’s book is not his advancement of the conservative deification of Reagan, but
the catbird seat he provides into the chaos that descended upon the White House fol-
lowing the Iran-Contra disclosures, and Reagan’s passive stubbornness that contributed
to it. For example, Wallison describes Reagan’s meandering testimony before the Tower
Commission. Despite the author’s best efforts, Reagan either ignored his memoranda or,
worse still, read them verbatim to the Tower Commission, thereby enhancing the impres-
sion of a president being manipulated by his staff (pp. 249-77).

Ronald Reagan was a president of his time. Conservatives and the country are right
to give him credit for his policy successes and a general restoration of confidence in the
presidency. They are also right in noting that Reagan shaped the rhetoric of domestic
politics for years to come. But Reagan’s glaring weakness was his inability to innovate.
What makes for a truly great presidency—as Washington, Lincoln, and Franklin 
Roosevelt can attest—is the ability for policy innovation. Ironically, Wallison’s book
makes a powerful case for this argument.

—John Kenneth White
Catholic University of America

Reassessing the Reagan Presidency. Edited by Richard S. Conley. Lanham, MD: Uni-
versity Press of America, 2003. xvi, 268 pp.

Variously compared to Franklin Roosevelt, Dwight Eisenhower, Margaret
Thatcher, and the village idiot, Ronald Reagan was a complex man of shocking sim-
plicity. His administration was “reconstructive” (p. xiv) and perhaps even realigning, but
it has also been castigated by two decades of critics as destructive and deceitful. It is to
the credit of the contributors to this volume that they do not look beyond the passions
that surround the Reagan presidency, but delve into them as part of the subject matter
of their collective reassessment.
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In an introductory essay, Tim Blessing and Anne Skedler establish the context 
for the volume, based upon a 2002 conference held at the Interdisciplinary Humanities
Center of the University of California, Santa Barbara. A second generation of Reagan
scholarship is emerging, Blessing and Skedler note, one that takes exception with both
the “lesser Reagan” and “greater Reagan” assessments of the past. Blessing and Skedler
are themselves perhaps overly keen on their subject. They are persuaded by Beth Fischer’s
recent account (The Reagan Reversal: Foreign Policy and the End of the Cold War, 1997) of
Reagan as a man who “knew and understood” (p. 9) all manner of things, because he
once wrote detailed notes on arcane subjects. Perhaps, but this line of reasoning is open
to criticism, which the authors fail to acknowledge. They are on firmer ground when
presenting and analyzing the results of their own 2002 test poll, and that of Murray-
Blessing in 1989 (Greatness in the White House, 1999), in which historians were asked to
rate Reagan. As Blessing and Skedler conclude, there is still no consensus on Reagan as
president, and most experts tend to evaluate his administration in line with their own
ideologies and policy preferences.

The remaining essays are grouped according to subject: the public presidency, the
White House and inter-branch relations, and the conservative movement. The strongest
section, on White House decision making and relations with Congress, is also the one
with the greatest number of contributions. John Sloan, author of an objective and ana-
lytical account of Reagan’s economic policymaking (The Reagan Effect, 1999), here com-
pares Reagan’s decision-making habits with those of Franklin Roosevelt, the other 20th
century “reconstructive” president. The paradox is that, though vastly different in per-
sonality, convictions, and management style, both succeeded at the role of a reconstruc-
tive president. For Reagan, success at reconstruction seems not to have been hampered
by a management style wonderfully reflected in the president’s own words, as quoted by
Sloan: “ ‘Each morning I get a piece of paper that tells me what I do all day long’ ” (p.
131).

Several contributors help us to better understand who wrote the script that Reagan
followed every day. Andrew Rudalevige uses evidence from archival sources to test
hypotheses about the contingency of White House centralization over the drafting and
presentation to Congress of legislative initiatives. His evidence indicates that in the
Reagan administration, centralization of legislative initiatives was visible, but hardly
overwhelming. Reagan, and those who controlled the White House in his name, “like
other presidents, used a variety of sources of policy advice” (p. 155). The Reagan White
House responded rationally to incentives within its environment, as, for example, in
working cooperatively with members of the Senate and their staffs while that branch was
under Republican control.

In answering the question “who wrote the script that Reagan followed?” John K.
White and Bruce J. Schulman provide a quite different answer: “the American culture.”
The value in White’s essay is the way in which he draws upon “the Gipper” theme to
illuminate Reagan’s own mythical persona. That persona, White tells us, emphasized
values of family, work, neighborhood, peace, and freedom. These values “have roots in
our collective subconscious” (p. 48). It would have been beneficial if White, an author-
ity on the subject, had made a greater effort to substantiate this claim, and to explore
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the extent to which such a claim is and is not amenable to public opinion analysis. Schul-
man’s subject is putting the Reagan “revolution” in a cross-national context. What, if
anything, was special about the turn toward conservatism in the United States in the
1980s? The answer: only in the United States did conservatives rely on feel-good, or
“supply-side,” economic doctrine. Only in the United States did conservatives place such
a low priority on fiscal restraint that overall government spending in the decade increased
as a share of GDP (p. 98). They did so, Schulman believes, for reasons rooted in 
American culture and society.

The Reagan presidency’s close relationship with the conservative movement is 
the subject of one of the most unique contributions to this volume, by Gregory L. 
Schneider. Schneider, who is expert at dissecting the disagreements among paleoconser-
vatives, neoconservatives, and New Right anti-abortionists, shows that conservatism did
not find its modern fulfillment in Ronald Reagan’s White House. Because conservatives
operate without an agreed upon definition of what they are conserving, they are no more
capable of finding fulfillment in this life than are liberals, who operate absent an agreed
upon understanding of who or what they are liberating.

There are gaps in this volume, and some unfortunate signs of haste. The most
notable gaps are in foreign and military strategies, and the party system. The essay by
the editor, comparing Reagan’s legislative leadership with that of Dwight Eisenhower,
is valuable in highlighting the importance of Reagan’s partisan context, but cannot by
itself cover the terrain of so large a subject. The signs of haste include the absence of one
of the contributors (Schulman) from the listing of authors (pp. 258-60). Nevertheless,
Reassessing the Reagan Presidency is a welcome addition to a second generation of scholar-
ship on a most important presidency.

—Thomas S. Langston
Tulane University

Constructing Clinton: Hyperreality and Presidential Image-Making in Postmodern
Politics. By Shawn J. Parry-Giles and Trevor Parry-Giles. New York: Peter Lang
Publishing, Inc., 2002. 245 pp.

Shawn Parry-Giles and Trevor Parry-Giles believe that, in the postmodern world
of hyperreality, trying to discover the “real” Bill Clinton is an exercise in futility. Accord-
ingly, they have made it their objective to answer the questions, “how did the constructed
images of Bill Clinton reflect upon and express the character of U.S. politics?” and “what
are the consequences of such images for U.S. political culture?” (p. 2). To answer these
questions, the authors analyze how Bill Clinton was constructed in a variety of texts.

The first such text is the video The Man from Hope, which was shown prior to the
candidate’s acceptance speech at the Democratic National Convention in 1992. Espe-
cially noteworthy is their analysis of the film’s use of gender. The Man from Hope, though
highly feminine discourse, used “familiar masculine institutions to establish Clinton’s
credentials for the presidency” (p. 36). They contend that the feminine style of this text
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served to mask its masculine themes, placing women in the role of supporting the 
candidate and testifying to his character and credentials (p. 39). The film “constructed
a presidentiality that offered an intimate and highly feminine portrait of the candidate
firmly grounded in a masculinist ideology” (p. 43).

Next, the authors discuss the concept of meta-imaging in the documentary The
War Room. They contend that, although the film gave the impression of being centered
on real issues of the campaign, it was in actuality “centered on image, and served as a
representation of a representational campaign in an era of representational politics” (p.
55). It was an “ostensibly descriptive” documentary. Additionally, the authors identify
four militaristic motifs that appear in the film and discuss the implications for our
modern political culture.

Parry-Giles and Parry-Giles then analyze the 1996 campaign film Between Hope and
History, in which Clinton used a “hyperreal, nostalgic version of history to justify his
successes and his proposals” (p. 89). The film emphasized the community values of the
1950s and included, almost as an afterthought, the discrimination and oppression of that
era. Furthermore, the film used the discrimination of the past primarily to congratulate
the administration for its accomplishments in these areas. The authors also note that the
film’s nostalgic nature invoked the Progressive era and the Founding Fathers, ignoring
the oppressive qualities of both, while using the past to underscore Clintonian themes
of opportunity, responsibility, and community. Furthermore, the film “annulled” recent
memory of the Clinton sexual scandals with a nostalgic love story view of his marriage.

In their analysis of the Joe Klein book and subsequent movie Primary Colors, the
authors discuss its attempt to authenticate Bill Clinton. Finally, Parry-Giles and Parry-
Giles examine an episode of the MTV series BIOrhythm and the PBS documentary The
American President and their role in the redemption of the president in the wake of the
Clinton-Monica Lewinsky scandal.

By examining these important texts, the rhetoricians have provided a thoughtful
analysis of not only the constructed images of one of our most popular presidents, but
also the growing importance of and dependence upon such images in the American polit-
ical process. As the United States has moved from a modern to a postmodern paradigm,
the rhetorical means of constructing the president have become more visual in nature.
These highly mediated images may lead the viewer to conclude that he or she is receiv-
ing a more authentic representation of the president when the very opposite may be true.
A prime example is the misleading nature of The War Room, which masqueraded as an
inside-the-campaign reality film. The authors make this point very clearly. They also
accurately discuss the necessity of greater intimacy with the audience and a more “fem-
inized persona” for the candidate (p. 193). They alert us to the power of the constructed
image of the president both to manifest fragmentation in our society and to unify the
public. They explore the erosion of the connection between the individual president and
the larger institution known as the presidency and offer explanations for it. Lastly, they
predict that “rhetorical and image demands will intensify” in this postmodern era (p.
200).

I highly recommend this book as an excellent analysis of some of the most signif-
icant constructions of the Clinton image. The authors have rendered a valuable com-
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mentary on the role of constructed images and the direction that postmodern politics is
headed. One can hope that an increased hyperreality will result in the “healthy skepti-
cism” from the public that the authors predict and that the citizenry will indeed assume
“a greater responsibility for the success of the U.S. democratic experiment” (p. 202).

—John M. Jones
Pepperdine University

New Media Millennium: Federal and State Executive Press Aides and Ambition
Theory. By William C. Spragens. Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 2003.
162 pp.

A primer about press secretaries and government-press relations since 1981, this
book is a sequel to an earlier volume that dealt with the role of the press secretary from
1929 to 1980. Spragens briefly reviews the entire history of the presidency since 1789
before tackling his primary objective, a discussion of the evolution of the office of the
press secretary at both the state and federal levels in the last 20 years. Mostly, he lets the
principals speak for themselves, quoting at length from personal interviews and memoirs.
The press secretaries and, in some cases, the reporters with whom they dealt are afforded
sizable space to expound on topics ranging from relations with the president to the devel-
opment of Internet use in the White House. The last six chapters of New Media Millen-
nium focus on the press secretaries to governors in California, Florida, Ohio, Michigan,
Massachusetts, and North Carolina.

Spragens uses a micro approach, preferring to concentrate on the specific qualifi-
cations of individual press secretaries rather than the evolving role of the office itself.
The volume, then, is mostly about press secretaries evaluating themselves and their
times. Although there is a chapter of quotes from White House correspondents, only
four journalists are included. We have no idea why they were chosen, though the group
is a good mix of television correspondent, wire service reporter, chain newspaper writer,
and news magazine bureau chief.

Press secretaries are most effective in the White House when they have extensive
Washington experience, Spragens concludes. He notes that the best secretaries are the
ones who have worked their ways through the system, whether as congressional aides or
as gubernatorial liaisons.

The weakest chapters are perhaps those that discuss governors’ press secretaries,
because it is hard to generalize about the task based on the experiences of six recent press
secretaries in a nation of 50 states. The ones chosen were mostly from the most popu-
lated states, which no doubt have special press challenges. All served during the 1990s,
which may not reflect experiences in the 1980s.

There are some other nagging problems. For instance, the book concludes with
events in early 1999, four years before it was published. As a result, much of its retro-
spective is outdated, as would be any pre-9/11 narrative. The discussion of the “upcom-
ing” impeachment proceedings against President Bill Clinton does not resonate well.
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Nevertheless, New Media Millennium serves as a good reference volume. It is filled
with information about the backgrounds of press secretaries and the presidents they
served. It is a repository for the thoughts and reflections of the many press advisors who
have occupied the White House in the last two decades. There is little independent analy-
sis about the White House press apparatus and what it means to the American public,
but the book will serve as a good source for high school or undergraduate research papers.

—Louis W. Liebovich
University of Illinois

Between Law and Politics: The Solicitor General and the Structuring of Race,
Gender, and Reproductive Rights Litigation. By Richard L. Pacelle, Jr. College
Station: Texas A&M University Press, 2003. 342 pp.

Pacelle has produced an ambitious book. It is richly historical as well as sharply
analytical, and it draws substantially from a treasure trove of 34 interviews with solici-
tors general or their deputies or assistants from the last 40 years and a detailed review
of briefs and decisions from hundreds of U.S. Supreme Court decisions over the same
period. The focus of his effort is to examine the role of the solicitor general (SG) in lit-
igation in three policy areas—civil rights, gender equality, and reproductive rights—
and to assess the relative success of the office in structuring policy in each of these spheres
under different administrations and before various Supreme Courts.

His exploration proceeds from the familiar understanding that the solicitor general’s
office is faced with the challenging task of reconciling law and politics. The SG is in the
unenviable position of serving two masters, the president and the Court, with conflict-
ing objectives. As a strategic actor, he faces competing demands and changing policy con-
texts, based on such factors as party control of Congress, the ideological orientation of
the Court, the positions of executive agencies, and his relationship with the attorney
general and other divisions within the Justice Department. These varied and varying ele-
ments may provide either opportunities or constraints for the SG at any point in time.

Chapters one and two describe how the office operates, and explain the three ways
an SG may participate in Supreme Court cases: (1) as a party, where his role is akin to
that of the “tenth justice”; (2) as an amicus curiae, in the mode of an attorney general,
either protecting the law enforcement powers of the federal government or as a policy
advocate for the administration; or (3) as an “invited” participant in a case, at the Court’s
request, offering legal advice to the Court, much like a “fifth clerk” (p. 20). In each of
the three policy areas, depending on the institutional context at the time, the SG might
act in any of these roles.

The next three chapters analyze the SG’s participation in race litigation. Pacelle
divides the office’s involvement into eras: (1) the litigation phase (1945-1963), when 
the Truman, Eisenhower, and Kennedy SGs employed a successful strategy of using the
courts to promote major victories in civil rights and reapportionment; (2) the adminis-
trative phase (1964-1980), comprising the Johnson, Nixon, Ford, and Carter years, with
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Johnson’s SGs setting the context for expanding civil rights victories beyond school
desegregation; congressional entrance into this policy area, with the Voting Rights and
Civil Rights Acts, extended authority to the executive branch to act administratively 
to bolster civil rights; and (3) the redefinition phase (1981-2000), where Reagan’s SGs
actively sought to reverse direction on decades of civil rights policy, and Clinton’s SGs
labored equally hard to return to the pre-Reagan course. Both presidents, according to
Pacelle, bear responsibility for moving the office out of the legal realm and into politics.

Chapters six and seven focus on gender equality and reproductive rights policy
making, moving from Kennedy-Johnson through Nixon, Ford, and Carter in the first
chapter, to Reagan, Bush I, and Clinton in the second. The race litigation chapters are
tightly organized into separate sections for each presidency, examining the executive,
Congress, the Supreme Court, issue evolution, and the individual SGs who served in that
administration. The gender and reproductive policy chapters follow a similar, if some-
what looser, pattern.

The real value of the book is its integration and application of much of the respected
scholarly literature on the SG’s office and the Justice Department. Most readers will be
familiar with the work of Cornell Clayton, Nancy Baker, and Rebecca Mae Salokar, to
name but a few, but Pacelle builds upon existing scholarship and takes it to the next
step with his policy analyses across administrations. Acknowledging the oft-quoted fact
of the high success rate of the SG as a repeat player before the Court, Pacelle wants to
know exactly why the SG’s office is so successful. Is it the quality of its arguments at the
Court, or its ability to predict and fashion accordingly the arguments that the justices
are most likely to accept, or simply the Court’s deference to the executive branch (p. 27)?
Most likely, he suggests, it is some combination of these, but the odyssey on which he
takes us in order to reach that conclusion covers much valuable territory and makes for
a very satisfying read.

The central question that drives the analysis is whether the SG’s office actually has
become more politicized and less legal in its focus, and, if so, when and why such a
change occurred. Pacelle suggests (but, curiously, does not forcefully conclude) that this
change took place during the Reagan administration, in its handling of civil rights and
reproductive rights cases. He explains the gradual evolution of the SG’s role in the civil
rights arena from a purely legal one in the litigation phase to a somewhat more politi-
cal one during the administrative phase to a purely political one by the later redefini-
tion phase under Reagan and Clinton (p. 193). Pacelle finds a “widespread perception”
that this change was a function of the Reagan administration’s efforts to directly attack
the decision in Roe v. Wade (p. 204).

Between Law and Politics has much to recommend it. By setting the SG’s office
squarely inside each of the three policy areas and by expanding the analysis across the
institutional landscape, it offers a multidimensional view of an office whose influence on
national policy—and on presidential legacies—is only beginning to receive the atten-
tion it deserves. Pacelle’s work is a fine contribution toward that objective.

—Nancy Kassop
State University of New York—New Paltz
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You Call This an Election? America’s Peculiar Democracy. By Steven E. Schier. Wash-
ington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 2003. 166 pp.

You Call This an Election? is a slim volume that raises important philosophical ques-
tions about elections and democracy, and thus about political parties, interest groups,
the media, political consultants, and the role and capacity of citizens. Steven Schier cites
much of the classic and contemporary political science literature on democratic theory
and electoral behavior as he provides concise summaries of important election laws, court
rulings, controversial elections, and modern electoral developments. The heart of the
book, however, is an analysis of what the author views as shortcomings of American elec-
tions and an examination of various reforms that would presumably remedy these. In the
course of his argument, Schier joins a longstanding debate about parties and elections
in the United States, criticizing the Populist-Progressive political tradition and its anti-
party reforms and siding with strong party advocates.

After rejecting “strong” versions of democracy because they demand too much from
the public and government and, ironically, increase the political power of elites, Schier
makes the case for elections as instruments of “liberal” democracy and develops four 
evaluative criteria for elections. First, elections should allow citizens to hold government
accountable. Second, elections should foster deliberation among policymakers. Third,
elections should produce high voter turnout in order to enhance the legitimacy and
accountability of government. Fourth, elections should contribute to government 
stability.

In Schier’s view, the U.S. electoral system performs poorly, especially when meas-
ured on the first three criteria (accountability, deliberation, and turnout). Indeed, You
Call This an Election? presents a devastating picture of citizens, candidates, elected offi-
cials, campaigns, and election procedures. It describes the American public as “surly and
uniformed” (p. 17) and “ill-prepared for its democratic role” (p. 15). Party and interest
group activists are “ideologically extreme” and “prosecute political conflict with relish”
(p. 19). Candidates and their paid consultants engage in increasingly “exclusive” cam-
paigns that carefully target narrow appeals to activate a limited slice of the electorate.
Elected officials spend more and more time chasing campaign dollars and responding to
special interests and less and less time developing the knowledge and skills necessary for
effective deliberation. Finally, complex election laws and procedures in the United States
are “stupefyingly confusing to the average citizen” (p. 19). The result is policymakers
who are unaccountable to the broad public and who lack the incentive to engage in the
deliberative process that is central to good policymaking, and a public that has increas-
ingly abandoned the voting booth.

How did we get here and what is to be done? According to Schier, the roots of the
system’s many problems lie in the Progressive reforms of the 20th century. These reforms
made elections more frequent and complicated, and made government a more complex
“flurry of individual politicians, interest groups, and bureaucrats in constant and con-
fusing interaction” (p. 66).

Schier argues that the answer to America’s electoral problems is to offer voters fewer
choices, ask them to vote less often, and put political parties back at the center of elec-
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tions. Turnout, deliberation, and accountability will be enhanced when politics is organ-
ized around teams of like-minded leaders who compete to win elections, deliberate over
public problems once in office, and are held accountable at the next election. The party
role in elections can be bolstered by campaign finance reforms that channel money
through parties, a national law that grants state and national parties large blocks of free
television time, the adoption of “one-punch” partisan ballots that make straight-ticket
voting easier, and a reduction in the number of offices filled by election. Schier also urges
the abandonment of the “overused instruments of direct democracy,” particularly the 
initiative (p. 143).

The author assumes that most Americans are unlikely to devote more time and
interest to politics, especially if politics remains complex. His familiar proposals to
increase the role of parties in elections are intended to simplify electoral choices and
restructure voter and candidate incentives in ways that increase turnout and enhance gov-
ernment accountability. Whether they would have that effect is, of course, the subject
of much debate. His suggested reforms, however, run counter to the streak of Progres-
sivism that still runs strongly through our political culture, a streak that celebrates the
independent, anti-party candidate—the Ross Perot or the Jesse Ventura.

Schier paints a bleak picture of the contemporary electoral landscape in the United
States. He casts his eye abroad for alternative democratic arrangements that might offer
better prospects for achieving accountability, deliberation, high turnout, and govern-
ment stability. In the chapter “Compared to What?,” Schier examines various pre-
sidential and parliamentary election schemes. Although some of the systems perform
marginally better than the United States on the ideals of accountability, deliberation,
and turnout, he concludes that “none of the rival electoral systems . . . are dramatically
superior on all of the four goals” (p. 52). It seems the U.S. system may be bad, but others
are not much better. That may say something about the efficacy of the reforms Schier
proposes, and perhaps about the dreams of reformers of all stripes.

—Raymond B. Wrabley, Jr.
University of Pittsburgh at Johnstown

The 2000 Presidential Campaign: A Communication Perspective. Edited by Robert
E. Denton, Jr. Westport, CT: Praeger, 2002. 278 pp.

The subtitle provides the key to understanding the approach taken by contribu-
tors to this edited collection of essays dedicated to shedding light on the outcome of the
2000 presidential election. Much of the scholarly work on electoral politics emphasizes
the impact of factors that the candidates cannot change, such as economic and institu-
tional variables. Considerable effort has been spent explaining how the “rules of the elec-
toral game” affect which types of candidates are able to succeed. For the authors included
in The 2000 Presidential Campaign, however, the rules of the game and the context of the
race are simply the starting points for understanding electoral outcomes. Their analyses
clearly recognize the contextual and institutional factors that constrain candidates. For
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example, several contributors concerned with the nominating process describe the effects
of front loading the primary season, which in the 2000 election enhanced the role of
early money and favored candidates with well-established name recognition. Yet the
purpose of each chapter is to explain the effect of various elements of the communica-
tion process—such as the messengers, the messages, the channels, or the audiences—
despite, or perhaps within, such constraints.

This distinction is clearly illustrated in an early chapter by Judith S. Trent, where
she explains the fate of several candidates pursuing party nominations. Institutional con-
straints suggest that Bill Bradley should have been a successful candidate in a compressed
primary season. He had widespread name recognition as a former New York Knicks 
basketball player and as a former U.S. senator. In addition, he proved capable of raising
ample funds early in his candidacy. According to Trent, however, Bradley repeatedly con-
veyed that he lacked presidential caliber by refusing to accept the advice of professional
consultants and giving targeted policy speeches to the wrong audiences. He also con-
tradicted his “trustworthy” image by suppressing information about a serious medical
condition and attacking Al Gore late in the race. In short, what and how Bradley com-
municated with the electorate eventually cost him the support of primary voters despite
his potential as a candidate.

The remaining chapters rely on an array of methodological approaches and focus
on communication during different stages of the election season. In addition to candi-
dates’ rhetorical contributions during the primaries, authors analyze the nominees’ 
rhetoric at the conventions and during the general election. Other chapters address the
candidates’ performance during the debates, their use of the Internet, and the content of
their television advertising. A common theme that emerges throughout these varied 
contributions is the problematic communication efforts of the Gore campaign.

The context of the campaign suggested that Gore would be the eventual winner.
He was the sitting vice president during a period of economic vitality. Yet several authors
indicate that Gore’s communication choices squandered this advantage. Craig Allen
Smith and Neil Mansharamani contend that Gore should have seized the role of the
incumbent in order to take credit for the current administration’s successes. Instead, he
relinquished this role and presented himself as a challenger by calling for change, taking
offensive rather than defensive positions, and attacking his opponent. Lynda Lee Kaid
finds a similar pattern in her content analysis of the video styles present in the cam-
paigns’ television advertising. Again, Gore failed to use any incumbent strategies more
frequently than Bush, which Kaid asserts “may have affected his chances of victory” (p.
195). In terms of substantive content, Gore performed better in the debates, as Robert
Friedenberg demonstrates that Gore met many of the criteria for successful debaters. Yet
the vice president also behaved in a manner that irritated audiences, and his exaggera-
tions eventually damaged his credibility with voters.

Political communication research often faces difficulty when assessing the public’s
role in the communication process. Political communication consists of a dialogue among
candidates, members of the media, and the public, but studying public participation 
and reaction is difficult when the most prevalent sources of data are communication 
texts, such as candidates’ speeches, debate performances, or television advertisements.
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Fortunately, several contributions to this edited volume address this potential short-
coming.

Henry Kenski, Kate Kenski, and Brooks Aylor provide a traditional analysis of
audience reactions by relying on demographic breakdowns and national exit poll results,
which suggest that the Gore campaign never successfully communicated that he could
restore honor and integrity to the White House. Yet the scandals of the Clinton years
had highlighted the importance of character in the minds of the voters. Additional chap-
ters adopt more innovative approaches in order to assess the public’s participation in the
2000 election. Rachel Holloway, for example, relies on political culture theory to explain
reactions to the two major candidates’ rhetoric at their respective conventions. Her analy-
sis demonstrates that successful candidates must do more than appeal to the political
cultural norms of their political base. In order to build a winning coalition, they must
also develop themes that stretch across cultural lines of voters. Finally, John Tedesco
searches for the public voice in a content analysis of network newscasts. He unfortunately
finds that personalized stories on the news merely add color to standard horse race 
coverage rather than inform undecided voters.

Overall, The 2000 Presidential Campaign serves as a reminder that electoral out-
comes are much more than a foregone conclusion dictated by contextual and institu-
tional factors. The candidates’ performances as messengers, as well as how and what they
communicate with the electorate, all have an impact. This claim is particularly well sup-
ported by research conducted during the 2000 election, when the closeness of the race
highlighted the importance of successful communication.

—J. Cherie Strachan
State University of New York at Albany

The Primary Decision: A Functional Analysis of Debates in Presidential Primaries.
By William L. Benoit, P. M. Pier, LeAnn M. Brazeal, John P. McHale, Andrew
Klyukovski, and David Airne. Westport, CT: Praeger, 2002. 153 pp.

This is a book for researchers interested in negative campaigning, presidential pri-
maries, and primary debates. The Primary Decision holds no surprises for readers familiar
with Benoit’s classification of presidential candidate statements in television spots,
keynote addresses, and other campaign venues. The “theory,” or gist, of this work is the
same as in Benoit’s earlier writings, namely that the statements that candidates utter
bear directly on their campaigns and fall into predictable categories. The mix of cate-
gories is also predictable, with “acclaims” (statements extolling the candidate’s record,
expertise, other strengths) most common, “attacks” next so, and “defenses” or refutations
least so.

Unlike the fulsome samples previously utilized by Benoit (Seeing Spots: A Functional
Analysis of Presidential Television Advertisements, 1952-1996, 1999), this is one of “con-
venience,” 22 debates drawn from available transcripts rather than randomly or in ways
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that assure comparability of participants. Moreover, given a sampling universe of only
90-odd presidential primaries (helpfully listed in the book’s appendix), one wonders 
why the authors did not try for the great majority, if not all. Benoit et al. include most
of the earliest debates dating from 1948 through 1968, but they omit all of the Demo-
cratic debates in 1976 and all of the Republican debates in 1996. Of the three debates
selected from the 2000 Republican contest, only one included George W. Bush as a 
participant.

Unlike general election campaigns, candidates in nominating struggles come and
go, some departing even before the earliest delegate selection events. As the authors
acknowledge, debate dynamics vary importantly according to the number of participants.
To address this issue more meaningfully, they should have included early debates in every
front-loaded race (i.e., 1984 and later), not only to provide a fuller view of happenings
in different contexts, but also for purposes of contrast with the more readily available
transcripts of later contests involving fewer participants. The concluding chapter takes
a stab at this, but the analysis conflates rather different debates. This raises obvious ques-
tions about the validity of frequencies computed from debates in which some partici-
pants appear more often than others.

Numerous findings struck me as implausible, and most of these result from
ambiguous definition of key variables. One object of concern is the “defense” category
that has figured in Benoit’s earlier work. While attacks portray “the opposing candidate
in an unfavorable light,” defenses “respond to” or “refute” an attack on the candidate (p.
13). I submit that the following so-called “defense” or “refutation” by Gary Hart is better
understood as an attack on Mondale: “No, Mr. Brokaw, I haven’t danced up to anything.
What we did was file a complaint with the Federal Election Commission, questioning
the legality of the five hundred thousand to a million dollars of political action com-
mittee funds which Mr. Mondale said that he was going to give back and hasn’t.” Yet
another example of an attack coded as a defense comes from an exchange between 
Bill Bradley and Al Gore (p. 116; see too, p. 107). Refuting Bradley’s accusation that
he had supported tax-exempt status for Bob Jones University, Gore replied, in part: 
“So that is a phony and scurrilous charge.” Accusations of lying are well established as
attacks in the literature on negative campaigning (e.g., Kathleen Hall Jamieson, Dirty
Politics: Deception, Distraction, and Democracy, 1992). In short, an attack is an attack
whether offensive or defensive, and it should be counted as such.

Similar ambiguity crops up in the use of such topical categories as “the economy”
and “morality.” In Tables 5.5, 6.10, and 7.5, “the economy” appears as a category sepa-
rate from “jobs,” “jobs/wages,” and “budget deficit.” The distinction between the generic
economy and jobs appears in all three, while the deficit appears in only one table as a
separate category. Aside from the inconsistency, the point surely is to measure the impor-
tance of economic issues in presidential primary debates, and that purpose is better served
by combining all issues under “the economy.” Concluding that no Republican candidate
made an issue of “morals” in three 2000 debates underscores yet another coding problem.
Only two pages earlier, for instance, Alan Keyes is quoted as saying: “We have got a
country that has abandoned its most profound and fundamental principle. Killing babies
in the womb every day is a contradiction.”
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The Primary Decision would have profited from the services of an editor with an eye
to eliminating repetition, factual mistakes (e.g., Reuben Askew never served in the U.S.
Senate, Pat Robertson did not challenge George Bush’s renomination in 1992), and
dubious coding decisions.

—Emmett H. Buell, Jr.
Denison University
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